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Abstract: In this review, there is generalized material of many experimental researches in interaction of THz‐waves molecular emission and
absorption spectrum (MEAS) of nitrogen oxide occurrence with bioobjects. Thrombocytes and experimental animals were used as
bioobjects. The experiments let indicate changes caused by THz‐waves: at the cellular, tissular, system, organismic levels. There are all data
of changes in physiological mechanisms of reglations at all levels: autocrine, paracrine, endocrine and nervous. There is a complex overview
of experimental material firstly performed in the article. There had been shown that the effect of THz‐waves of the given occurrence is
realized by the changed activity of nitroxidergic system. It had been proved that THz‐waves of nitrogen oxide occurrence can stimulate
nitrogen oxide producing in organs and tissues in condition of its low concentration. Possible mechanisms of antiaggregative effect of the
given waves had been described. There had been shown the possibility of regulating of vascular tone and system hemodynamics with the
help of the studying these frequencies. The represented data of lipid peroxidation and enzymatic and nonenzymatic components of
organism system under the influence of THz‐waves of nitrogen oxide occurrence in stress conditions. Besides, there were shown changes
of stress‐regulating system activity and in concentration of important mediators ‐ catecholamines and glucocorticosteroids. These data let
characterize mechanism of realization of THz‐waves basic effects. The research had shown the possibility of THz‐waves of nitrogen oxide
occurrence usage as a method of natural physiological noninvasive regulation of significant organism functions.
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THz‐therapy is relatively new but perspective method of
physiotherapeutic exposure [1]. THz band is on the board of
electronics and photonics from 100 GHz to 10 THz (1 THz =
103 GHz) or in wave length from 3 µm to 30 µm. At the top it is
determined by time‐and‐frequency limit (more than100 GHz), and
below – by the maximal wavelength of a quantum transition of
laser structures [1].
The molecular emission and absorption spectrums (MEAS) of
many biologically active substances (nitrogen oxide, carbon oxide,
molecular oxygen and its active forms, etc.) are in THz band [2, 3].
Among these metabolites the most significant in regulation of
physiological processes is nitrogen oxide (NO).
The NO is a colorless gas, water soluble, one of the most
elementary substances with odd number of electrons. Radical
properties of nitrogen oxide are determined by the ability to react
with different connections and free radicals. One of nitrogen oxide
features is an intra‐ and intercellular secondary messenger. The
features of an intra‐ and intercellular secondary messenger are
peculiar to nitrogen oxide, it is also a paracrine connection, as it
can influence on the functions of different neighboring cells [4].
Endogenic nitrogen oxide synthesizes in organs, tissues and
cells by fermentation method with NO‐synthase (NOS) (family of
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cytochromes Р450 ferments) using L‐arginine amino acid as a
substrate [5].
Nitrogen oxide is a significant mediator in human and animal
organisms; it regulates different organs and systems action. It
takes part as in nervous as in humoral regulations, provides local
and system regulatory reactions. The major role of nitrogen oxide
is regulation of a cardiovascular system and determination of
microcirculation function [4]. Taking into account a significant role
of microvessels in cardiovascular system function, the developing
of the supporting methods of physiological concentration and
regulating of endogenic nitrogen oxide synthesis are of a certain
scientific and practical interest. Today there different drugs, with
nitrogen oxide donors effect, are used in medicine. Though,
pharmacotherapy is always accompanied by a variety of side
effects of different degrees [6]. So there are new nondrug
correction methods searching [7]. One of these methods is a usage
of electromagnetic irradiation of millimeter and submillimeter
bands.
The experiments in the interaction of electromagnetic
irradiation of THz band of nitrogen oxide occurrence with
bioobjects let reveal some positive effects of these waves which
could be used in clinical practice for normalizing of a system
hemodynamics and microcirculation. The great scientific interest
generates mechanism of realization of these effects.
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Today there had been presented several paradigms of the
mechanisms of influencing on bioobjects (at the cellular,
molecular, organismic levels) of electromagnetic irradiations (EMI)
of millimeter and submillimeter bands. The most complete
method is described in the studies [8‐11].
One of the possible mechanisms of THz irradiation of the
MEAS of 150.176–150.664 GHz nitrogen oxide occurrence may be
the change of receptor cellular apparatus. This mechanism had
been suggested to explain antiaggregant influence of classical
extremely‐high frequencies (EHF) radiations [12]. The point is in
induction of millimeter and submillimeter bands of conformational
changes in glycoprotein receptors and associated with it
thrombocytic membrane, and change in glycoprotein complex
hydratation. This may cause the defect of connection between
receptor and high‐molecular ligands, fibrinogen first of all. These
changes could have inhibiting effect on thrombocytes aggregation.
This fact was confirmed by our research of thrombocytes receptor
apparatus.
The study of thrombocytes aggregation induced by lectins had
shown that in THz irradiation of the MEAS of 150.176–
150.664 GHz nitrogen oxide occurrence of white male rats under
the acute immobilization stress condition, there was a reduction of
phytohemagglutinin–induced thrombocytes aggregation, which
indicates change in glycoprotein thrombocytes receptors. Change
in phytohemagglutinin‐induced thrombocytes aggregation may be
connected as with the reduction of the receptors expression as
with their activity defect, probably because of their fluctuation
in phospholipid membrane bilayer or because of conformational
changes and hydratation [13].
Another possible mechanism of the influence of THz
irradiation of the MEAS of NO is endogenic nitrogen oxide
activation [7]. According to one of the theories [10], during the
irradiation the energy of the THz irradiation is expended for the
transformation from one energetic condition into another one.
The usage of concrete density levels in medical practice exogenic
exposure of electromagnetic irradiation leads to change in
rotational component of molecular energy. When the frequency
of the irradiation coincides with a rotational frequency of polar
molecules, there can be running of the irradiation energy to a
molecule, which influences its reaction ability. There is a possible
interaction of THz waves and NOS. The result of it can be the
acceleration of intramolecular electron transfer [5], which leads to
an increase of catalysis speed. Besides, there can be an interaction
of THz irradiation and heme of NOS and/or guanylatecyclase (is
the main aim of endogenic nitrogen oxide leading to its
transformation into a high‐spin state, accompanied by an increase
of sensitivity of NO‐synthase to L‐arginine and an increase of
ferment activity).
So during the THz irradiation of the MEAS of NO there is a
possible increase of reaction ability and/or endogenic nitrogen
oxide concentration.
This theory is confirmed by several facts. It had been
established that irradiation of the animals under the oxidative
stress by the 15‐minute THz irradiation of the MEAS of 240 GHz
NO leads to a complete normalization of thrombocytes
aggregation parameters and maximal speed of the most
thrombocytic aggregates producing, and partial normalization of
maximal speed of thrombocytes aggregation. But NOS‐inhibitor L‐
NAME in 4mg/kg blocks the normalizing effect of THz irradiation of
the MEAS of NO on the defected thrombocytes aggregation ability
in animals under the oxidative stress [14].
© 2013, LLC Science and Innovations, Saratov, Russia

On the other hand it was shown that the injection of NO Isoket
donor at the in vitro conditions in the patients with unstable
angina into the whole blood with hyperviscosity leads to more
significant decrease of a blood viscosity, if NO Isoket donor had
been irradiated by 15‐minute THz irradiation of the MEAS of
240 GHz NO. These facts indicate that the significant meaning has
the regulation of nitrogen oxide production and reaction ability
[15] in realization of biological effect of electromagnetic waves of
THz band.
To estimate the concentration of endogenic nitrogen oxide
synthesis together with the direct measuring of NO‐synthase
activity (according to citrulline producing) there is used a
concentration of stable metabolites – nitrites and nitrates. The
concentration of nitrites is an objective criterion of a nitroxidergic
system activity [16].
We had established that irradiation of white male rats under
the immobilization stress by the electromagnetic waves of THz
band of the MEAS of 150 GHz NO leads to an increase of
concentration of nitrites in blood plasma comparing with the
animals under the acute immobilization stress which had not been
irradiated.
Nominally we can distinct three levels of realization of NO
activity increasing effect after THz irradiation: direct influence on
cells – autocrine influence; influence on tissues – paracrine
regulation of neighboring cells action and central effects – NO‐
dependent changes in nervous and humoral regulation.
Direct influence on thrombocytes activity is caused by
guanylatecyclase because of nytrozil‐heme complex [17]. The
realization of this exposure of electromagnetic waves of the MEAS
of NO is studied experimentally at in vitro by V.F. Kirichuk et al.
[18, 19]. The experiments were organized on thrombocytes in the
patients with unstable angina, and confirmed after irradiating of
the animals at in vivo condition [7]. The guanylatecyclase
activation leads to a concentration of cycle guanosine
2+
monophosphate in thrombocytes which inhibits Са ions into
cytoplasma and blocks the activation of inositoltriphosphate,
which is a basic mechanism in of induction of blood platelets
aggregation [17].
The example of paracrine action may be ejection of
endothelial cells as nitrogen oxide as a number of biologically
active substances which are regulated by nitrogen oxide. The
production of nitrogen oxide is a base of endothelium‐dependent
vasodilatation [20]. The performed experiments in linear blood
flow rate in great vessels at the acute immobilization stress
conditions indicated that the 5‐, 15‐ and 30‐minute THz irradiation
of the MEAS of 150.176–150.664 GHz nitrogen oxide occurrence
leads to a decrease of an increased linear blood flow rates (systolic
and diastolic) and pressure gradient in abdominal aorta and
femoral arteria which indicates the vasodilation of these vessels
[21].
The significant components of tissue homeostasis are lipid
peroxidation processes in tissue and antioxidant systems. An
increase of lipid peroxidation products concentration on in relation
to stationary level is considered as a universal mechanism of cell
damage at different pathological conditions. There had been
shown, that in influence of THz irradiation of the MEAS of
150.176–150.664 GHz nitrogen oxide occurrence on the animals
under the immobilization stress, there is a normalization of lipid
peroxidation processes and antioxidant activity. This is appeared in
a reduction of toxical lipid peroxidation intermediate products ‐
lipid hydroperoxides, malondialdehyde. In the 30‐minute THz
www.romj.org
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irradiation of the MEAS of 150.176–150.664 GHz nitrogen oxide
occurrence there is an effective normalization of antioxidant
systems activity – its enzymatic and nonenzymatic components,
this is reflected in the fact of normalization of superoxide
dismutase and catalase activity in erythrocytes and general
sulfhydryl groups and vitamin E in blood serum up to intact
animals level.
Nitrogen oxide is a strong regulator of lipid peroxidation. At
physiological conditions it displays antioxidant properties, blocks
peroxidation processes, but in pathology it can be a strong pro‐
oxidant (transforming into peroxynitrite). An increase of enzymatic
component of antioxidant system (superoxide dismutase) blocks
superoxide anion and peroxynitrite producing – overconcentration
of nitrogen oxide with the help of THz waves and an increase of
superoxide dismutase have protective, but not pathological
damaging character, which shows the safety of physiotherapeutic
method.
Individual attention is for NO‐dependent changes of
neurohumoral regulation of an organism functions. At present
time there is formed an idea of a nitrogen oxide generation system
as of a separate stress‐limiting system. It is activated after the
influence of different stress factors and in the process of
adaptation to repeated exposures [22, 23]. NO‐ergic system is
tightly connected with other stress‐limiting systems. So nitrogen
oxide potentiates GABA (gamma‐aminobutyric acid)‐ergic system
by blockade of GABA‐transaminase [24], this leads to an increase
to GABA concentration and stimulates release of opioid peptide in
brain, and as a result potentiates opioid‐ ergic stress‐limiting
system [25].
An increase of NO‐ergic stress‐limiting system probably
explains a stronger effect of THz irradiation of the MEAS of
nitrogen oxide occurrence, because at this irradiation mode a
hyperproduction of stress hormones is blocked which develop
typical microcirculation defects. The received results are
correlated with experimental research of other authors. So
E.N. Chuyan et al. [26] had shown that stress‐limiting effect of EMI
of EHF with wave length of 5.6 and 7.1 mm depends on a
sequence of electromagnetic irradiation exposure.
An activation of NO‐ergic neurons in the central nervous
system prevents a hypersecretion of the basic hypotalamo‐
hypophysial stress hormones, as corticotropin, releasing‐factor of
corticotrophin, etc. [27]. It is known that corticotrophin regulates
glucocorticosteroid producton by adrenal cortex [20].
Experimental research had indicated that THz‐irradiation of the
MEAS of 150.176–150.664 GHz nitrogen oxide occurrence on
white male rats can prevent an increase of corticosteroid level in
irradiation before stressor activation; it means that these results
indicate the limitation of hypotalamo‐hypophysial‐adrenal axis of
stress reaction [28].
NO‐ergic neurons innervate adrenal medulla directlycontact
with pheochrome cells, during their activation they block the
producing of catecholamines by adrenal cortex [29]. Besides,
nitrogen oxide can block catecholamines in nerve‐endings [23, 29].
The results of the research indicated that in irradiation of animals
under the acute immobilization stress by the electromagnetic
waves of THz‐irradiation of the MEA of 150.176–150.664 GHz NO
occurrence, there is a statistically valid reduction of
catecholamines concentration in blood which shows a limitation of
sympatho‐adrenal axis of stress reaction.

However, the results of the experiments, catecholamines
concentration and glucocorticoids in blood of animals after THz
irradiation of the MEAS of 150.176–150.664 GHz NO occurrence
before immobilization, is not at the level of the control group, but
increases nominally. This fact shows that THz irradiation does not
block the stress reaction which would defected the adaptation
process, but modulate its progressing blocking an overactivation of
stress‐realizing systems. Thus THz irradiation preceding stress,
changestress reaction developing, increases stress resistance in
animals.
So at the experimental condition in animals we had received
new results of mechanisms of THz irradiation of the MEAS of
150.176–150.664 GHz NO occurrence on changes in a stressed
organism.There search reveals several physiological effects of this
irradiation at the cellular, molecular, tissular, system, and
organismic levels. All levels of physiological regulation are involved
into realization of THz irradiation effects – from neuro‐endocrinal
changes to auto‐regulation of cells.
The received data let recommend the usage of
electromagnetic waves of THz irradiation of the MEAS of 150.176–
150.664 GHz NO occurrence in clinical practice for normalization of
system hemodynamics and microcirculation in different diseases,
including cardiovascular diseases, and as a method of strong
antistress effect. The results of the research are experimental
validation for development and introduction it into practical
medicine, together with “Terahertz therapy” – new departure of
phydiotherapy – “THF‐prevention”.
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